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Al Ortolani
The Only Photograph of the Boy as a Child

The boy, hands stuffed in his coat pockets,
Stares at the camera shyly, as if he didn’t know
If a smile was allowed. It was a funeral photograph, 
Taken when his brother was found,
Killed on Pulaski by the hit and run. The family
Was turned out of bed that night by pounding on the door. 

After Pop heard the news, he thanked the police
And ordered the white-haired Priest 
To back off of his front porch and
To take his child killing God with him. 
In the winter that followed, the boy and his sister 
Ate at the table in the kitchen.
Father took his supper
With his silence, alone in the dining room,
Where the daylight hung a minute longer behind the shutter.
Mom brought beer in a corked gallon bottle.
It was a little flat and a little warm. They might
Sit together to drink it and they might not.
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Alan King
Where They Do That At?

after Jeffrey McDaniel

I'm from salt fish for breakfast and
coconut bake steaming on counter tops,
from Byron Lee's Dragonaires blaring

through basement speakers
when mom, my brother, my sister

and I come home from church. I'm from
card games in the backyard, from where
sunsets are ice melting in Jack Daniel skies,

from where gunshot victims leak
mambo sauce on piss-stained streets.

Ask me where I live and I'll say
at the corner of Chuck Brown Lane
and Pharoahe Monch Ave, at the corner

of Roti and Rotisserie. I'm from after-
school fights at the ice cream truck,

from don't let that green Lex 
with tinted windows find you wandering
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the neighborhood late. I'm from
you lunchin' like... and why you cised?
from don't lose a fight you ain't start 

and come home not expecting 
another one. I'm from charcoal-scented

summers and whiskey-breath evenings
when the wind stumbles on its way
to the next bar-b-que, from okra and

callaloo bubbling in a pot, next to curry
goat and stewed ox tail. I'm from electric

slide lessons in the living room,
and dad snatching mom from by the stove
to slow dance to The Whispers.  
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Ruth Foley
Slate Quarry, Valentia Island

For ‘Becca

We are up here for the view across the bay
to Dingle, to wonder at the crash
of wave on slate, the lighthouse perched 
on striated slabs jutting into Valentia Harbor,

the single-masted cutter ketch that raises sail
and slips around the point below,
the clutch of tourists gathered
in the narrow lot above the steep gravel path

that cuts through beach grass and fuchsia hedges
and tumbles out onto a flat expanse of rock
where salt spray leaps and seems to hover,
holding its pose for photographs:

a shower of frothing, furious white 
buoyed on salt air like a poem 
against a scrim of slate and silt
and balanced, weightless, on sea mist.
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Mary Carroll-Hackett
Words Like River, November

Words like river, November, moon, they seize you, close their fingers around 
your throat, like that beloved who leaves, lifetime after lifetime, his giving 
and going sooner and older than starlight and fancy; words like tremble and 
memory, almost caught words, words like chance, like the rosary that's all 
that's left of your mother, deceptive depth of green marble, Connemara 
cold no matter the heat of your hands; words like other, listen, jungle, meet 
you at the door, all doors, teeth clicking like beads, skinned drums for feet, 
they dare you to understand, to climb the temple steps, words like stumble,  
recovery and lover, they greet you at the burning top of the mound with 
words that sound like forget, genetics and jaguar. You are. The word you a 
constellation, from thou to ye to fifteenth century streets cobbling into the 
verb to be. Words like now and time and see and life. Words like sacrifice, 
from the Latin, sacrificium, from sacrifico, from sacer + facio, which means to  
make sacred. And you know that word; it's yours, and you'll take it.
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Alex Odom
The Coming To Knowing

The second time I almost drowned was different from the first. I panicked, 
flailed for the regulator tangled behind my oxygen tank. Mask flooded, 
eyes stinging, I sucked water in a gasp, felt the awful weight of it in my 
chest, the searing in my sinuses. This was nothing like the first near 
drowning—that peaceful, half conscious drift to the bottom of that murky 
lake I loved. Death stands closer to your chest, lurks nearer to your blood, 
with each bout. That tattered veil, watercolor film, hanging in the distance 
is the never knowledge, it is the coming to knowing. Twenty feet from 
ozone, I scrambled toward light, felt my ankle being gripped, my body 
being pulled toward the bottom of the flooded quarry. My instructor, ex-
navy seal named Dallas, held me under as I barked for O2, shoved his 
regulator into my mouth, and I breathed. My mother asked me how it had 
been, but mothers worry, mothers fret, mothers don’t need to know about 
their sons cheating death, so I told her it had been great. 
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Gregory Luce
Once in a Blue Moon

someone would say
and for years I stood
outside in the summer
night or sat on the back porch
and looked up until
my neck hurt. I saw
all the shades of white,
ash-dappled, eggshell,
cream, yellow almost
as butter, and best of all
blood-red or orange,
"harvest moon"
someone would say, 
but never blue, and I saw
the shapes and sizes,
so large you thought
you could see every crater,
halved like a wafer dipped
in wine, the tiny thumbnail,
but never blue. Then 
tonight listening idly to
Bill Monroe while brushing
my teeth and suddenly
"Blue moon of Kentucky
keep on shining"
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and I am at the window
and the back of my neck
is getting sore. 
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MeLaina Elise Evans
Goodbye Central Square

       “Some pink and blue evening, we shall exchange a single 
                  impulse, a kind of long sob, heavy with farewells.”

                 (La Mort des Amants) -Baudelaire

On any street I walk I hear the sound of the lost.
Street grates weeping with your words.  Before I turn
around to look for your ghost, I know you’re gone.  Come on,
come on, come on.  This may be the truest thing you ever know:

you have up and swallowed me whole.  Around comes my head
on this pink and blue evening, and I feel the fracture when I can’t
pick your surveyed face from the crowd, a mess of ache scooped out
from me when I know only your voice has entered my body on Green Street.

Your words are anthem to the architecture of your bones, I play them over
and over pleading for rememory, rememory.  I see you in buildings, balcony
curve of hairline, staircased jaw and alley forearm.  My knees unlock
to move me forward and away, where desire is annihilation and you
              have me in this kind of long goodbye.
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Amy Ellis
Paper Hands

He said old as if we’d gone 
gray, sat in rocking chairs knitting 
scarves, whittling twigs to toothpicks. 
Acted like we talked about old times, 
walking to school in snow,
the first film we’d ever seen. 
We’re young, spoon-feeding each other 
stories of when we’ll grow 
old. We predict porches 
and sweet tea on Sunday afternoons, 
crossword puzzles and black 
and white movies on a grainy 
screen, holding crumpled paper hands, 
and peering through scratched lenses 
until we’re blind—
when we’ll use our hands to see.
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Kathleen Glasgow
The Tap Room

What year was that? I remember
We wanted to be more
Than just wishful young poets
In a shoebox shaped bar
Ringing with the anthems
Of Patsy & Miles & Ray.
Battles were drawn on cocktail napkins
Wet with drink & ink. Somebody
Had to be the next Berryman,
Or Plath, or Sexton. But no one
Wanted the jump from a bridge,
The inside of an oven, or
The endless visit with therapists.
We drank instead & I studied
Your smoke-framed face, aching
When I couldn’t find the heart.
The ice cubes in our drinks
Were softened by alcohol & breath.
The fat clack of pool balls
Diminished our voices. Heads
Slumped on shoulders
As words on wet napkins
Sank under spent ash, slipped drinks.
The bartender who never smiled
Took our money with a grunt,
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Calling Let’s go, let’s go,
evicting us into the urgency
Of closing time & cigarettes
Drying in the steam of a parking lot
In the desert. My finger slid
For the truth of your dusky mouth,
The words balling in my fist:
Real poets kiss in the movies
When the heroes die. 
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Sarah Barr
Detached

I hear your lamp fall,
that rushing sound--
clatter of dismemberment.
When two things collide, the weaker breaks.
Shards of porcelain dance
across our linoleum floor.
I am there,
echoing the sound of almost-glass,
but not as sharp,
spinning the bright blue
on the beige and browns of the floor
slowing down time with each rotation,
until it stops,
waiting on the floor for me to get up.
I wrap myself in the bed sheet,
pick up shard after shard,
noting the size, the thickness, the shape—
each different.
I’m careful with the edges,
not to cut my fingers
my long fingers, my covered in dirt
and dust fingers, my fingers that will be clean
enough, as soon as I wash,
so long as there’s no cut to show.
When you get home, the floor is clean.
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I have showered.
What happened to the lamp? you ask.
I don’t have an answer. 
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Contributors

Sarah Barr is a Longwood University graduate with a BA in Literature. She 
interned for the Dos Passos Review for 2 years and now teaches 4th grade at 
a bilingual school in the mountains of Honduras, CA. She still writes and 
edits in her free time.

Mary Carroll-Hackett earned an MFA in Literature and Writing from 
Bennington College in June 2003. Her fiction and poetry have appeared in 
more than a hundred journals including Carolina Quarterly, Clackamas 
Literary Review, Pedestal Magazine, The Potomac, Reed and The 
Prose-Poem Project, among others. Her awards include being named a North 
Carolina Blumenthal Writer and winner of the Willamette Award for 
Fiction. Her first book, a collection of stories, What the Potter Said, was 
released in July 2005. Her scripts have won or placed in numerous 
competitions, including Moondance, the Great Lakes Film Festival, 
Beaufort Film Festival, American Gem, Gimme Credit, the Page Awards, 
and Wildsound. Her chapbook, The Real Politics of Lipstick, was recently 
named winner of the 2010 annual poetry competition by Slipstream. She 
currently directs Creative Writing at Longwood University in Farmville, 
VA where she founded and edits The Dos Passos Review, Briery Creek 
Press, and The Liam Rector First Book Prize for Poetry. 

Amy Ellis is an undergraduate at Longwood University pursing a degree
in Creative Writing with a minor in Children’s Literature. Her poems and 
short stories have been in Seizure, Breadcrumb Scabs and Eclectic Flash and is 
forthcoming in Prism Review. 
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MeLaina Elise Evans received her MFA in poetry from Bennington College 
and is an associate editor for both Picture Postcard Press and The Potomac 
Review. Her work has been most recently published or is forthcoming in 
Anti-, The Dos Passos Review, Other Rooms Press, and The Whistling Fire. 

Ruth Foley lives in Massachusetts, where she teaches English for Wheaton 
College. Her recent work is appearing or forthcoming in River Styx,  
Measure, The Ghazal Page, and Umbrella, which just nominated one of her 
poems for a Pushcart Prize. She also serves as Associate Poetry Editor for 
Cider Press Review.

Kathleen Glasgow's poetry has been published in Bellingham Review, 
Clackamas Literary Review, Cimarron Review, dislocate, and other journals. She 
lives in Saint Paul, Minnesota. 

Alan King’s poems have appeared in Alehouse, Boxcar Poetry Review,  
Gargoyal, Indiana Review, MiPoesias and RATTLE, among others. A Cave 
Canem fellow and VONA Alum, he’s been nominated for both a Best of the 
Net selection and Pushcart Prize. When he’s not reporting or sending 
poems to journals, you can find Alan chasing the muse through 
Washington, D.C. — people watching with his boys and laughing at the 
crazy things strangers say to get close to one another. 

Gregory Luce is the author of the chapbooks Signs of Small Grace (Pudding 
House Publications) and Drinking Weather (Finishing Line Press, February 
2011). His poems have appeared in numerous print and online journals, 
including Kansas Quarterly, Cimarron Review, Innisfree Poetry Review, If,  
Northern Virginia Review, Juke Jar, and in the anthology Living in Storms 
(Eastern Washington University Press). He lives in Washington, D.C. 
where he works as Production Specialist for the National Geographic 
Society. 
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Alex Odom holds an MA in English Creative Writing from Longwood 
University. His poetry, fiction, nonfiction, and play publications include: 
Word Riot, Boston Literary Magazine, Hot Metal Bridge, and One Act Play 
Depot. He currently lives in Athens, Ohio with his loving wife, Courtney, 
near-comatose bearded dragon, Sydney, and verbally abusive cat, 
Hemingway.

Al Ortolani is a teacher and co-editor of The Little Balkans Review. He lives 
in the Kansas City area. His poetry has appeared in The Midwest Quarterly,  
The New York Quarterly, The English Journal and others. His second book of 
poetry Finding the Edge has been accepted for publication by Woodley Press 
at Washburn University in Topeka, Kansas.
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